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1. This is a short thread about the infiltration of totalitarian CCP propaganda machines, their assaults on 
democratic traditions and an appeal to actions in UK.

The Chinese Communist Party tries to get a free pass on their appalling human rights atrocities. We must 
stop them.

2. Yesterday, a group of pro-Beijing organizations hosted an "anti-Asian hate" rally in Chinatown. Of course, 
it's indispensable to address the problems of racial-based hate crime. But the speakers kept equating 
criticism on China to stirring hate to Chinese people.

3. That's literally not true. In fact, CCP is the most racist country -- they lock millions of ethnic minorities in 
modern-day concentration camps just because of their religion. We criticize CCP for their suppression to 
minorities, so to the others.

4. The Chinese govt is not getting away with the disguise of the "anti-racism" narrative. We should hold 
anyone committing racial violence accountable, most notably the CCP. These organizations are helping to 
white-wash CCP's atrocities.

5. When you look into their background, such as the Min Quan Legal Centre, The Federation of UK Fujian 
Chinese, most of them have track records supporting totalitarian regimes. Some of them supported the 
National Security Law in Hong Kong, which annihilated our free system, ...

6. denied the genocide in Xinjiang, and supported Beijing's belligerent attitude towards Taiwan. These 
people are totalitarian supporters, not racial equality defenders. They are part of China's state apparatus.

7. Yesterday, there was a crowd of pro-Beijing thugs ferociously attacked Hongkongers who countered their 
propaganda campaign in Chinatown. This has shown how the long arm of the Chinese Communist Party is, 
in effect, trying to erode our democratic tradition to silence dissent.

8. We should not tolerate these malign forces in our society. I hereby urge the UK govt to investigate all the 
organizers for traces of infiltration orchastrated by CCP. Meanwhile, all the pro-Beijing attackers should be 
apprehended and brought to justice.

9. Info source:

https://newsflare.com/video/465985/pro-china-and-hk-demonstrators-end-up-in-fight-at-londons-chinatown

https://rfa.org/cantonese/news/uk-assembly-11262021045143.html?fbclid=IwAR3yq2RDmvFVo5ttv2rx9h-oF64VCredg4s1lW-0WgwQ-z-5Aq6-RPzxMAQ

https://rfa.org/mandarin/Xinwen/8-11272021140924.html
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